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Airport Pavements
Solutions for Tomonvw's Aircrafi

This booklet describes the serbw conternporary iswes facing airport pavernent design
and outlines a,n essential Federal AviationAdministratian (FAA) research and darcloprnmt
plan to deal with these issaes. Ihe plan will innodrce modern desisn and anhntian
procedurcs thnt concentrate on long-life pavements for existing as well (N new and heavier
aircraft. Itfulft.lls special natbnal transportntion needs by su.pporting the intro&rction of
new aircraf4 prctectingthemalti-billion dallar invesfrnentsinU.S. airportpavernertg and
assuring continuing U.S. leadership in avinti,on technologics. The structtr.red appruach
representsarctumtofttndunennlsandwillrcsultinacoftrftnnpwernentdesignrnalndol.ogy
based on sound theoretical principles and full-scale validatian tests. It tokes advantage of
ndnyb enhanced cornputer cornputational abilities andprcvidestheflexibility n dealwith
new, cornplex landing gear configurations thatwere never visaalized or contenrplatedwlrcn
the current design procedures werc developed. Executing t]rc errclosed plan will reaffirm
FAA\ leadership responsibilities as a lcey player of the aerospo,ce industry.

For more infonrutbn please contact:

Research Di,rectorate for Airport Technology
Airp ort kchrnlo gy B r anch
Fe deral Av intinn Adtninistr ation Technical Center
Atlantic City Internatbrnl Airport" NJ 08n5

Telephone : (609) 85 -52501 ffi861 5901
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This booklet outlines the serious contemporary issues facing airport pavement design and

proposes a vastly strengthened Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Research and
Development program for introducing modern design and evaluation procedures as well as
related technologies of improved materials, maintenance, and management.

Durable, long-life pavements are important in controlling the costs of operating the National
Aviation System. In addition to annual expenditures of approximately two billion dollars on
pavements - a significant portion coming from the Aviation Trust Fund - pavement outages and
downtime for maintenance and rehabilitation contribute to the costs associated with aviation
system delays. It is therefore reasonable for the Government to protect its investment. An
FAA program concentrating on heavy pavement loadings fulfills a special national
transportation need because highway research and Department of Defense programs do not
address vehicle weights comparable to those of large civil aircraft.

Airport pavement design today is very much the result of extrapolating and cobbling
together empirical methods of highway engineering origins; some 50 years old. Over 20 ysars
ago, limited full-scale tests were conducted in order to adapt these methods to accommodate
heavier, more complex aircraft. These tests for "verification of extrapolations" were done for
various specific loads and pavement compositions. The appropriateness of applylng limited test
data and design methods to aircraft of that era was questionable. These limitations precluded
expanding the results to other aircraft loadings and pavement materials. The basic, underlying
theoretical foundations, never very strong, offer no satisfactory way to systematically address
new configurations and much higher loads. Attempts at further extrapolations yield illogical
results. The time has come to return to fundamentals.

Current design methods for asphalt and concrete pavements use unrelated theories that
cannot be applied when combinations of these materials are used. This is a commonly
encountered problem that can only be resolved by using equivalency factors which are
judgmentally chosen. Additionally, there are recognized deficiencies in the direct application of
the methods when applied to conditions not originally contemplated. This approach to the
design of airport pavements must be replaced with a common methodology based on sound
theoretical principles and test validated models. We must take advantage of enhanced computer
computational abilities that will provide the flexibility to deal with the various permutations of
complex gear configurations that must be analyzed with each new proposed aircraft design.

We are now faced with the imminent introduction of a new generation of heavy civil
transport aircraft. These aircraft will have landing gear layouts quite different than current
aircraft1, with more wheels on each landing gear strut, and the struts closely spaced around the
center of the aircraft. Application of the cunent design procedures to these configurations will
further exacerbate the deficiencies inherent in these methods.

The current EAA pavement design and evaluation methodologies are not acceptable for
analyzing the pavement response and requirements of these new aircraft designs. These include
the triple tandem Boeing B-777, as well as much heavier models reaching 1.3 million pounds.



As a result, the FAA is unable to deal effectively with aircraft manufacturers, the airlines, and
airport owners. These key playen of the aerospace industry all require an FAAlnternational
Civil Aviation Organization [CAO) sanctioned procedure for estimating pavement response,
because it is critical in selling aircraft, in planning new airline routes and services, and in
protecting the billions of dollars already invested in airport pavements. Delays in resolving
these problems will jeopardize the smooth introduction of new large aircraft.

Airport pavement R&D has been able to "lean on" the much larger field of highway
research for many yea$, and to some extent, still does. Until recently, FAA has also profited
from DOD research supporting military aircraft. At the present time, however, the largest
aircraft on the boards are civil aircraft with weights exceeding military aircraft and, of course,
exceeding highway vehicles by an order of magnitude. There is still ample opportunity for
EAA to share and benefit from pavement R&D from these sources, but in the field of. design
and evaluation, the FAA must take on new leadership responsibilities.

The heart of FAA's pavement R&D program for the next 5-10 years will be major efforts in
developing new design methodologies, but there will be continuing needs in materials research
and maintenance and management techniques as well. These are areas in which we can more
easily borrow from highway research; so there is reason to believe that budget requirements will
crest in the next few years and fall off after completion of major testing programs.

The first milestone will be to introduce, by December 1994, design procedures based on a
"layered elastic'n computer model of the pavement structure. Full-scale validation testing using
the new landing gear configurations will be performed at the earliest possible date to support
the introduction and further refinements of the layered elastic design procedures.

The total fundins, required to executp the olan^..
$55 Milliori, incluiles 6osts ^for the construciion and

operation of the necessary fill-scale tcsting equiptnent

More sophisticated design methods, based on "finite element" technology will be studied
later in the program. These methods still require considerable development work, but promise
an even more realistic representation of airport pavement behavior.

Essential to the full development of new standard design procedures is a comprehensive
testing and validation program using full-scale pavement sections and dynamic simulated
aircraft loadings. Response data for rigid pavement from current technology aircraft will be
collected from an instrumented section of nrnway at the new Denver International Airport.
Rigid and flexible performance data for existing and new gear configurations and heavier
loadings will be obtained from accelerated design-life testing employing specially designed
equipment that can replicate aircraft loadings and make repeated passes over test sections.
These "tsst-to-failure " trials will be used to determine life-cycle pavement performance.



As a unifying theme throughout the proposed research and development, the FAA is
conmitted to continue to work closely with airport operators and to enlist the help and guidance
of experts from all branches of the aviation industry. In addition to FAA resources, full use will
be made of existing expertise and facilities in the military academic, and highway sectors. In
this way, a consensus on the necessary pavement performance standards will more easily be
achieved among all interested parties, and the standards brought to implementation as quickly
as possible. Efforts are already underway to enlist the support of ICAO by asking them to
establish a special study group that would facilitate ICAO's adoption of acceptable and fully
sanctioned procedures that would support the introduction of new aircraft and protect airport
ownen from premature obsolescence of pavements.

The total funding required to execute the plan over the period 1993 to 1999 is estimated to
be $55 million, including costs for the constnrction and operation of the necessary full-scale
testing equipment. The start of the full-scale tests will coincide with the introduction of some
of the early B-777s. This is less than ideal, but at the time of the introduction of the Boeing B-
777, a newly introduced (though only partially validated by the Denver tests) layered elastic
methodology will be available to assist in the evaluation of airport pavements that will receive
early 8-777 service. As the heavier stretch models of the 8-777 are rolled out (about 1998),
data from the full-scale test will become available for adjustments to the design methodologies
should they be clearly needed. At the completion of the full-scale tests, validated design
procedures will be available to meet the needs of the new generation of heavier aircraft reaching
1.3 million pounds.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft technology has made giant strides in the past thirty years by successfully
incorporating advances made in a host of other technologies such as composite materials, high
temperature alloys, inertial navigation, fly-by-wire controls, and other areas where the
performance and economics could be improved in even the smallest increments. In
comparison, airport pavement technologies have advanced little if at all. Today, a serious gap
exists between aircraft and pavement technologies, jeopardizing the efficient introduction of
new and larger aircraft and placing at risk the billions of dollars invested in airport pavements.
A new methodology for designing airport pavements is urgently needed.

The plan calls for FAAb largert and most signifrcant
pavetnent R&D effort b dalc.

One reason for the development of this gap is that pavement technology is frequent$
perceived as being mature and "low-tech," and that minimal economic gains can be realized
from investing in the technology. But, in fact, this perception is false. Airport pavements
require a high level of technology to design, build, and operato efftciantly - their cost is
substantiaL



Approximately $2 billion is spent annually by Federal, State, and Local governments and by
airport operators, to provide operationally safe and reliable airport pavements. In comparison,
only $2 to $4 million is spent on airport pavement research. By normal industrial standards this
is a very low level of investment at less than one quarter of one percent of expenditures.

The design of future large subsonic and supersonic aircraft currently planned or envisioned
will suffer from the absence of a modern, proven basic pavement design methodology.
Development of this methodology requires fundamental analysis and pavement test
development and execution. A validated pavement design is needed if we are to know with
certainty whether existing runways or taxiways can support the kinds of loads envisioned, or
whether major pavement improvements will be required. If the pavement design is performed
using the existing standard design models, these aircraft will require pavement improvements
(overlays), which, together with the attendant runway closures to allow for pavement
strengthening, will create more congestion and result in money being spent on pavement
improvements, which may not actually be needed.

To improve the level of airport pavement technology, and to realue potential economic
gains, the FAA has developed an ambitious plan of research and development which covers all
areas of design, construction, and maintenance. The first major thnrst will be to introduce new
design procedures using layered elastic theory. Accompanying the introduction of the new
design procedures, large scale pavement tests will be conducted. At first, the tests will
concentrate on validating the new design methodologies for application to existing aircraft;
eventually the testing will address the needs of the newer and larger aircraft. To achieve these
objectives, pavement research funding must be greatly increased. The plan calls for FAA's
largest and most significant pavement R&D effort to date.

Figura I. h.sta&ation of pavcmcnthstumcntutbn attlto new Dcnvcr InhraatiotnlAirporl



BACKGROUND

During the period 1990 to 1999, an estimated $40.5 billion in federal and local funds will be
required to provide a safe, efficient, and integrated system of public-use airports under the
FAlt's National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS). Of this total, 42 percent, or 917
billion, will be spent on constructing, maintaining, and rehabilitating airport pavements. The
approximately 50 airports categorized as large hubs, servingTl percent of all passengers, will
account for 53 percent of the'$17 billion, and medium hubs will account for a further 20
percent. Therefore, not only will a large amount of money be expended on the nation's airport
pavements, but the majority of the money will be spent at the most heavily used airports
carrying the largest aircraft.

".r-{

Generai Aviatien 12,896

Total- $40.5 Billion (1990 - 1S99)

Total - $40.5 Bllllon (1900 - 1999)

Figure 2. Distibutian of NPIAS Costs by Type of Ahport and Type of Development

MIAS expenditures were estimated on the assumption that only current generation aircraft
will be in operation at these airports over the next 20 to 30 years. But it now appears certain
that the next generatian of heavy transports will becone operatianal well within the next tcn
years. All of the major aircraft manufacturers have announced plans to build, either alone or as
part of a consortium, two-deck transports carrying 600 or more passengers and weighing from 1
to 1.3 million pounds.

To understand the consequences of this new generation of aircraft coming into operation we
must first look at the history of aircraft growth over the past half century. Each new generation
has, within reasonable limits, doubled the maximum takeoff weight of the aircraft. Before
1939, the largest aircraft in regular operation weighed slightly less than 30,000 pounds.

ffil[#



The first, and most successful, of this generation was the Douglas DC-3, which supported its
weight on two wheels with a tire pressure of 50 psi. The load applied by each wheel was
equivalent to the load appliedby one axle of a heavily loaded truck Highway pavernent
designs could therefore be usedfor airport pavements.

Further increases in aircraft size and weight occurred as shown in Figure 3, where the
predicted new generation is also shown. Landing gear loads moved rapidly out of the range of
typical highway practice and, in 7940, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers siarted work on
pavement design methods specifically intended for airport use. For both flexible (asphalt) and
rigid (concrete) pavements, the Corps of Engineers adapted existing methods Aevjtopea tbr
highways. Over the ensuing years, the methods were extended to cover the increasing wheel
loads and increasing number of wheels per landing gear of the larger aircraft. In 1978, the FAA
adopted procedures similar to the Corps' which are now the basis of Advisory Circular AC 150/
5320-6c,Airport Pavement Design and Evaluation. Conformance with this Adtisory Circular
is required for funding of U.S. airport pavement construction under the Airport Improvement
Program (AIP). The methods are also used by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) as the basis of the system whereby aircraft operating weights are matched to existing
airport pavement ratings, effectively regulating the maximum load factors which can be
achieved by any model of aircraft when operating out of an international airport.

Each new generation of aircraft has increased
its capacity by becoming longer andwider
whilc increasing the number of landing

gear to support the extra weight

Each new generation of aircraft has increased its capacity by becoming longer and wider
while increasing the 1um-ber of landing gear to support the extra weight. Ar .or. and larger
wheels had to be used it became more difficult to retract the landing gear into wing space
without aerodynamic penalty. The landing gear are now retracted into fuselage cavities,
encroaching on valuable passenger and cargo space. Nevertheless, it has been possible to
increase the number of gear because fuselage width has also increased. But in the new aircraft,
increased capacity will come lrom adding afult-tcngth upper passenger deckwith very little
change in width, necessitating more wheels in the same space. Packaging the landing giar has
become much more difficult and maintaining current pavement design methods and policies
could result in pavement design becoming the limiting factor in aircraft design.

An indication of the possible trend in landing gear design can be seen in theBoeingTTT
twin-jet due to enter commercial service in L995. This aircraft wiil not be unusually hiavy,
weighing a maximum of 592,000 pounds, but it will have only two main landing geat, 6"h *ith
three dual-wheel axles close behind each other in tandem. A comparable currenl generation
aircraft is the McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30, which has a maximum takeoffweight of 580,000
pounds canied on two dual tandem wing gear and one dual body gear (ten wheeli total).
Despite having two more wheels than the DC-10-30, the8-777 is predicted by the culent
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flexible pavement design procedure to be more damaging to flexible pavements than the DC-
10-30. On the other hand, the rigid pavement design procedure predicts that it will be less
damaging than the DC-10-30 on rigid pavements. This points out the need to develop a
common design methodology that can be applied to both types of pavement to facilitate
comparative analysis. There is some agreement among pavement engineers, but by no means a
consensus, that the treatment of wheel laad intcractian effects in the Jlcxiblc design procedure
leads to the overpredictian of damage to the pavernent Aircraft built to be compatible with
curent design criteria would result in increased operating costs.

For the same reason, there is growing concern that the current design procedure will not
accurately predict the load interaction between closely spaced landing gear on the new
generation aircraft. As described later, the question of whether the Boeing 777 and the new
generation of aircraft will damage airport pavements more or less than predicted by the current
design procedures cannot be answered using existing test data because triple tandem duals and
very clasely spaced landing gear have never been testodfor their elfects on pavement life.
Damage caused to a pavement by these landing gear cannot be predicted from theoretical
studies with confidence because test ilata is an integral part of the design procedures and,
again, the necessary tcst datn has not been collectcd.

There is growing concern that the current design procedure
will not accurately predict the load intpractian between

closely spaced landing gear on the new generation aircraft

This results in a seriaus dilemmafor the FAAwhich must provide credible guidance on
pavement design for the new aircraft. The FAA cannot change its design procedures without
firm evidence that the new procedures will result in pavements having the desired structural
capacity and useful hfe. If the current procedures overprediot the damage to pavernents from
existing and new aircrafg then a great deal of money will be spent unnecessarily
strengthening existing pavements, or the loads carri,ed by the aircraft will have to be
restricnd. On the other hand, underprediction of the damage will result in early and perhaps
catastrophic failure of at least some existing pavements with the attendant high costs of
providing emergency funding and performing rush rehabittation projects.



RESEARCH DIRBCTION

If the FAA were to continue using the current guidelines based on existing test data for
pavement design it must still revise these guidelines to explicitly include, as further special
cases, landing gear layouts for the new aircraft. Then, assuming that landing gear design trends
continue as predicted, strengthening of pavements carrying the new aircraft will be required or
restrictions will have to be imposed on aircraft takeoff weights at airports not meeting the
required standards. Even then there is no guarantee that unexpected pavement failures will not
occur. Past experionce has shown that extrapolating the design procedures to cover new
untested operating conditions can lead to types of failure not previausly encountered. One
example is the failure of the standard design of keyed joints in rigid pavements under wide
body jet loading, as was discovered during the limited full-scale pavement tests conducted in
the late 1960's and early 1970's.

A preferred alternative, and one which ths FAA has chosen to pursue to the extent possible,
is to develop new standard procedures capable of producing pavement thickness designs for all
aircraft weights and landing gear configurations which might come into operation in the
foreseeable future. The proposed plan includes short-term and long-term research so that the
immediate needs arising from the introduction of new generation aircraft can be met while
pursuing long-term goals for improving the efficiency of airport pavement operations. The
short-term research includes the verification and proposed adoption of a design procedure based
on cunent layered elastic analysis technology. The longer-term objective is to develop a design
procedure based on new finite element technology, requiring considerable development work
but promising a procedure capable of more realistically representing the most important aspects
of airport pavement behavior.

Figun 4. Joint dowels in a newly couttrchd runway section at Dcnvcr InbrtutiorulAirporl
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Comprehensive testing on full-scale prototype pavements will be required for development
and verification of both of the new procedures. The plan is structured so that research needed to
support the first goal, to develop a layered elastic design method, can also complement the
longer term goal to develop a finite element design technology.

The first major milestone in this work will be to introduce a new pavement design
procedure based on layered elastic theory. This methodology will be available by December
1994 and will become the new "EAA standard." It will have been initially validated by
extensive comparison and sensitivity testing against the present EAA standard. While subject to
the limitations of the existing design method, this procedure will be suitable for designing new
pavements based on present gear configurations and weights. Follow-on steps in the validation
process will involve the instrumented pavement at Denver where, starting inL994, data will
become available to compare computed strains and displacements with measured values.
Howevet, while providing useful data, these tests will address only concrete pavements,
existing aircraft, and a single subgrade condition.

The main thrust of the R&D effort is to move beyond existing configurations into the realm
of more complex designs, and consider various types and combinations of materials. This can
only be accomplished by extensive testing using full thickness pavements, fullload mock-ups
of new gear configurations, and test-to-failure dynamic stress repetitions. These full-scale
accelerated-life tests will be the heart of the R&D program and will provide data to modify the
layered elastic procedure if required. It will also permit expanding the theory to cover nsw
generation aircraft.

Development of new design procedures will be pursued in conjunction with other research
needs, such as new materials testing, pavement evaluation, and management methodologies.
Much of the development work will have parallel application in normal pavement management
operations, and the full-scale testing equipment will be fully utilized with testing and
demonstration of different constnrction methods and materials when not performing tests
directly related to the development of design procedures.

Table l, Airport Facts

Total Pavernent Surface Area: 6 Billion Square Feet
ReplacementValue: $100 Billion
Annual Pavement Expenditures: $2 Biltion
Annual Passenger Enplanements: 500 Million
Airports with Paved Runways: 7,800
Certified Airports: 670
Comnercial Aircraft Fleet: 6,000

11



AIRPORT PAVEMENT DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

Airport pavements are of two types, rigid and flexible. Each type currently has its own
distinct design procedure. However, all stnrctural design procedures, in whatever field of
engineering, have common elements:

. Define the loading

. Define the material characteristics

. Start with a trial design

. Calculate structure response (deflection, stress, or strain) caused by
the loading using a mathematical model of the stnrcture

. Compare the structure response with criteria for material failure, i.e.,
is the calculated response greater or less than the predicted
breaking point of the stnrcture

. Change the design until the calculated response matches the failure criteria

A critical element in all design procedures is the selection of appropriate failure models and
failure criteria. Butbehind every failure model is test dan of one kind or anothen Application
of failure criteria outside the range of the underlying test datn can rcsult in gross
inaccuracics in the prediction of pavement life. Caution must therefore be used when applying
criteria for current pavement designs to pavement designs for the new generation aircraft.

. . . behind every failure model is test data of
one kind or another. Applicatian of failure critaria

outside the range of the underlying test data can result
in gross inaccuraci,es in the predictian of pavement life.

Like most structures subjected to repeated loading, pavements degrade incrementally with
each load repetition until failure finally occurs by fatigue. A generic design methodology for
airport pavement fatigue failure is shown in Figure 5. The box marked "Satisfaction of Failure
Criteria" represents the fatigue failure model, where N is the number of load repetitions, or
coverages, to failure for the desired pavement life. N is a complicated function of the types of
aircraft and number of departures for each aircraft predicted to be operating on the pavement
over its life. The final design is arrived at by adjusting the thicknesses of the various layers and
by selecting materials and constnrction techniques to match the local soil and climatic
conditions, and available materials. Therefore, even though the procedure can be mechanized as
a computer program, the design engineer must still exercise considerable engineering
judgement to produce a cost-effective and sound design.

T2



Figure 5. Generic Desrgn Methofubgy
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AIRPORT PAVEMENT DESIGN FOR THE
NEW GENERATION AIRCRAFT

The current flexible (asphalt) and rigid (concrete) design methods are unrelated: flexible
design is empirically derived while rigid design is rationally derived from an assumed theory.
When combinations of the two pavement types are used, a common occurence, the proportions
are achieved by the gross equivalency factors based in large part on judgmental choices. The
dissimilarities between the two methods point out an additional need for a design system that
uses a common theory to treat all construction materials. A common system would be
particularly useful in the design of overlays, performing studies using combinations of different
materials, and analyzing loading capacity based on nondestructive testing.

The use of the curent design methods with respect to existing aircraft have known and
well-recognized shortcomings. The fundamental approach to asphalt pavement design today is
based on highway methodology developed in 1928 for single wheel loadings and unbound
aggregate base and subbase layers. The concept used to adapt this design approach to treat
multi-wheel landing gear assemblies was developed in 1945 and contains empirical adjustments
based on limited specific test conditions. When transferred to other conditions, the applicability
is questionable. The rigid design theory developed in 1926 for highways, is not adequate for
modelling stiff supporting foundations, especially for stabilized subgrades. The shortcomings
noted in applying current design procedures to existing aircraft are compounded when applied
to the new generation of aircraft with heavier weights or different landing gear configurations.
In many instances, unreasonable pavement sections are the result. The limitations of both of the
curent design methods (flexible and rigid) are discussed next.

Load Interaction Concerns on Flexible Pavements

The new generation commercial jet aircraft are predicted to weigh as much as 1.3 million
pounds and to have as many as 24 main landing gear wheels closely spaced around the center
section of the aircraft. The current Boeing 747-400 has a maximum takeoff weight of 870,000
pounds and 16 main gear wheels. An aircraft of 1.3 million pounds and24 wheels would have
almost exactly the same individual wheel loads as the747-400, and it would seem that
pavements capable of supporting the 747 would also support the new larger aircraft. The
cunent design procedures for flexible pavements will not support this assumption.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between allowable gross weight and number of wheels in
the main landing gear using the FAA procedures for a flexible pavement with a low strength
subgrade soil. The straight line labeled "Theoretical Line Neglecting Interaction" shows a
theoretical relationship wherein a 50Vo increase in the number of wheels results in a 50Vo
increase in allowable gross weight. Two curved lines show the effect of the load distribution
from the individual wheels on the pavement. The curye labeled "Capacity Based on Current
FAA Procedures" shows that extrapolating from the 16-wheel point (8-747) to a24-wheel
point, a 50Vo increase in the number of wheels for a similar gear configuration, increases the
allowable gross weight by less than3}Vo. The curve labeled "Probable True Capacity" shows a

74



point somewhere between the theoretical line and the current FAA procedure line. This curve is
based on recent investigations that indicate that the current design procedure for flexible
pavements may overestimate the interaction, resulting in thicker pavements than may be
necessary. The degree of overestimation, and the possible increase in available capacity for
cufient pavements, is indicated on the figure by the line marked "Probable True Capacity."
A number of options are available for modifying the FAA design guidelines for flexible
pavements to increase the available capacity. But first it must be established that the current
procedure does, in fact, lead to overly thick pavements, and, if it does, to verify that any
changes to the guidelines do not swing too far in the other direction and produce pavements
which are too thin.

. . . first it must be established that the current procedure does,
in_fact, leaQ to overly thick pauetnenK, and, ifit does, to verify
that any changes to the guidelines do not swing toofar in thi
other direction and profurce pavements which are too thin.
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To see why the current procedure for flexible pavements is thought to be overconservative,
a brief look must be taken at the interaction mechanism and the design procedure itself.
Pavements are designed to withstand maximum allowable vertical deflections and stresses
(pressures). The subgrade type defines the maximum allowable vertical pressure. For a single
wheel load, the maximum vertical pressure at any depth in the pavement occurs directly below
the center of the wheel and falls off in the horizontal direction as shown in Figure 7a. As depth
increases, the maximum pressure decreases roughly as the inverse square of the distance from
the surface, but the shape of the pressure distribution in the horizontal direction does not
change. If a second wheel is placed close to the first, as shown in Figure 7b,the vertical
pressure at any depth is made up of the sum of the pressutes from the two wheels. Close to the
surface there is very little interaction. But as depth incteases, the "cones of influence" start to
overlap and the maximum pressure becomes significantly greater than for a single wheel until,
eventually, the pressure distribution and the maximum pressure become indistinguishable from
what would result if the dual wheels had been replaced by a single wheel carrying the same
total load. For normal subgrade depths, the closer the wheels are moved together the higher the
maximum pressure will be and the thicker the pavement must be made to protect against failure
of the subgrade, even though the total load has not changed. The above discussion on the
interaction of wheels within a landing gear is also applicable to closely spaced landing gear
assemblies. That is, interaction between landing gears must be considered when they are
closely spaced.

The current design procedure for flexible airport pavements accounts for the interaction
effects of multiple wheels and closely spaced landing gear by the following steps:

. Assume that the pavement layers all have the same stiffness

. Calculate the equivalent single wheel load (ESWL) which will give the
same maximum deflection at the top of the subgrade as all of the wheels
acting together

. Calculate the required total pavement thickness from an empirical equation
relating thickness to ESWL and subgrade soil strength

. Multiply the thickness by a "load repetition factot" determined from full-scale
pavsment life tests. This factor is a function of the number of "coveragss" fot
the desired life and the number of wheels in the assembly

. Repeat the process until the thickness for the ESWL computation coincides
with the design thickness

When the design process was being developed for dual wheel landing gear, additional
ESWL computations based on vertical stresses and maximum shear stresses ai the top of the
subgrade were also tried, but none of the alternatives matched the full-scale test data as well as
the ESWL based on deflection. However, the deflection based ESWL overpredicts the
interaction with closely spaced landing gear having four to six wheels each. It has been
observed for a long time that deflection based ESWL overpredicts this interaction. Measured
pavement deflections decrease much more rapidly in the horizontal direction than the calculated
deflections. Ths error introduced through the use of deflection based ESWL was offset by
empirically derived load repetition correction factors obtained from full-scale testing. These
corrcctianfactars are applicabla only to the gear configurations, loads, and pavenent
sections testud and a more rational method of computing pavoment response with interaction is
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Figurc 7a. Fhxibh Pavemcntwith Singh Wheel Load

Figurc 7b. Floxible Pavcment with Multipla Wheel Load Showing Intomction
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required. The problem is deciding which model to use and which measures of pavement
response to choose as the basis of the failure model. The predictions must also agree with full-
scale measurements, or suitable factors must be derived from full-scale tests to match
predictions with measurements.

The number of coverages to failure is another factor used in the design procedure which
lumps multiple effects into a single numerical value. This numerical value is effectively the
traffic, and failure model for the procedure, and represents all traffic operating on the pavement
throughout its lifetime. This is also an area where the current procedure may be
overconservative for the new aircraft, including the Boeing 777. The coverages relationship
counts wheels in tandem as contributing two complete load repetition cycles for each pass of
the aircraft, and the load repetition factors compensate (from test data) for inaccuracies in the
assumption used to determine the number of cycles to failure (and, in fact, for any other
unknown aspects of the pavement failure process). The tcst dan used to develap the current
procedure did not include tests run with six wheel triplc tandem dual landing gear, and
directly applicable laad repetitian factars are not available.

Rigid Pavement Design Concerns

The behavior of rigid pavements differs from flexible pavement behavior mainly in the way
in which loads are distributed through the pavement layers down to the subgrade. Since
concrete is stiffer than asphalt, heavy loads are more uniformly spread over a wider area. The
load distribution mechanism is similar to the way in which floating ice can sustain loads. In
fact, the basis for the current rigid pavement design procedure stems from mathematical studies
of the load carrying capacity of frozen bodies of water. Because of the different load
distribution mechanism in rigid pavements, load interaction is much less of a problem than in
flexible pavements.

. . . the single gear load of the Boeing 777 is expected
to exceed the single gear load of the 8-747-400 by 37 percent. . .

With rigid pavements, the emphasis shifts from the subgrade to the performance of the
concrete slab under heavy loads. The concrete slab is designed to allow for an acceptable
amount of bending without cracking. Repeated bending under the imposed aircraft loading
results in fatigue cracking and ultimate failure of the concrete surface. Since the bending
stresses in the slab are highest when the loads are applied close to the joints, this loading
condition is considered to be the critical design case in the current procedure.

Limited full-scale airport pavement tests conducted in the late 1960's and early 1970's,
revealed that heavy loads were causing premature failures in the concrete joints. Since the
stngle gear load of the Boeing 777 is expected to exceed the single gear laad of the B-747-400
by 37 percenl there is renewed concern over the performance of rigid pavements under these
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heavier laads. The full-scale tests on which the current design procedure is based were
conducted with rigid pavements constructed on grade. The EAA found from experience that the
performance of rigid pavements for loads over 100,000 pounds could be improved with the use
of a stabilized subbase (i.e. aggregate materials bound with cement, asphalt, or other stabilizing
and strengthening agents). Whilc it is lanwn that a stabilized subbase decreases the stress
levels in the concrete slab and provides support at the joints, these materi,als cannot be
treated properly in the current design procedure because the response model used in the
procedure is based on a singlc layer support system.

PAVEMENT RESEARCH PLAN

Clearly, as landing gear designs become more complex, an alternative to the equivalent
single-wheel load concept is required for flexible pavement design, and reevaluation of joint
and support models is required for rigid pavement design. In addressing this issue, the first
priority will be to introduce, by December 1994, design procedures based on a layered elastic
model. The more sophisticated design methods, based on finite element technology requiring
considerable development work but promising an even more realistic representation of airport
pavement behavior, will be studied later in the program.

An essential elcment in the dcvelopment and imphmentation of new
dcsign procedures is a comprehensive tcst andverifuation

program perforrned on ,eal pavem/ents subjectcd to full.scalc laading.

An essential element in the development and implementation of new design procedures is a
comprehensive test and verification program performed on real pavements subjected to full-
scale loading. To meet this need, response data for rigid pavement fiom current technology
aircraft will be collected from an instrumented section of nrnway at the new Denver
International Airport. Rigid and flexible performance data for existing and new gear
configurations and heavier loadings will be obtained from accelerated design-life testing
employing specially designed equipment that can replicate aircraft loadings and make repeated
passes over full depth pavement test sections. These test-to-failure trials will be used to
determine life-cycle pavement performance.

While the new design procedures are being developed and verified, other airport pavement
research ueeds will be met by parallel projects in the areas of Materials and Construction, and
Pavement Management.
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Layered Elastic Based Procedure

The layered elastic model represents the pavement as a layered system with each of the
layers extending continuously in the horizontal plane and allowed only elastic deformation.
This assumption necessitates an analytically derived adjustment to the stresses calculated at
joints in rigid pavements. Within the constraints of these basic assumptions, the model is
capable of predicting theoretical load interactions for any landing gear configuration and wheel
loading. Traffic loading and pavement failure models are also included in the procedure. But
the performance of the procedure has not been verified against full-scale test data to the same
extent as the curent procedures. The procedure is not suitable for hand calculation and requires
significant computer power to implement efficiently. Development started in7970 using main
frame computers and it is only recently, with the advent of powerful personal computers, that it
has been possible to consider the procedure for use as a general puryose and widely
disseminated design office tool.

Under a current FAA project, the layered elastic based procedure is being tested for
compatibility with the curent rigid and flexible design procedures. In addition, pavement
response data from the Denver airport sensor system will be compared with theoretical
predictions from the model. If design compatibility and response predictions are sufficiently
well demonstrated, it would be possible to introduc e, in 1994, a standard based on layered
elastic design for use with existing aircraft and for first generationB-777 aircraft. Additional
steps will be required to enhance the application of layered elastic design procedures to existing
aircraft and to extend the procedures to more complex and heavier aircraft. These steps include
the development of full specifications for measuring and quantifying input parameters related to
material properties, and full scale tests to verify the procedure's ability to predict pavement life.
It will also be necessary to integrate the complete procedure into periodically released software
packages suitable for use by consultants in everyday design work.

. . . intcgratc the cotnplctp [dcsign] procedwe inn periodicaUy relcused
sofrware packages sailablc for use by corwultants in

everyday design work

Finite Element Based Procedure

It is pnrdent to look beyond the era of layered-elastic-design-based methodologies into
sophisticated approaches that can handle more detailed and complex chancteraations of
constnrction materials. At the present time the most promising of these is the finite element
modelling approach, which when supported by more powerful computers, can possibly further
advance the state-of-the-art.

In finite element modelling the stnrcture is divided into a large number of small elements.
Each of the elements can, within certain constraints, be given properties different from its
neighbors or be dependent on the behavior of its neighbors. Each of the layers in a pavement
can therefore be modelled according to its inherent material properties, with the connected



mesh of all of the elements providing a comprehensive representation of the complete stnrcture.
Visco-elastic and plastic deformation can be included in the models and'Joint elements" can be
added to rigid pavements.

Despite, or perhaps because of, the great generality of finite element models and their
ability to represent any structure, adoption of a finite element based procedure as a design
standard presents numerous difficulties. To be a tnre standard, the model should have specified
element formulations, material properties, and element sizes for each of the layers, since each of
these factors can affect the predicted response and the design engineer will expect consistent
behavior from his design tool. A consensus has not yet been reached on the best mechanization
of a finite element model for the very difficult problem of modelling pavements and much work
remains to be done before this can be achieved.

A long term plan [for developing finiu el,ement tnodels] is being
formulatcd whi,ch will enlist the cooperation of industry experts

and build on the expericnc! glined with the innoduction of layered
e las tic de s ign p ro c e dure s.

Figul t. Finie Elomcnt Model of Pavcnunt Satcarc Loded by a Six Whcel Tracla
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Other concerns which must be addressed before adoption of a finite element based design
procedure include: identification of suitable failure criteria, development of a traffic model, and
testing for numerical stability and accuracy over the full range of inputs. Current models also
require far more computer power than layered elastic models and either more efficient models
must be formulated or adoption must wait until the performance of desk-top computers has
increased to the required level.

The FAA has initiated development of a finite element based design procedure for airport
pavements, with the expectation that a fully validated and operational procedure will not be
available in time to design pavements for the new generation of aircraft. A long-term plan is
being formulated which will enlist the cooperation of industry experts and build on the
experience gained with the introduction of layered elastic design procedures.

Full-Scale Field Verifrcation Tests

Under the guidance of a working group comprised of representatives from the FAA, FIfWA,
U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, Boeing Aircraft Company, and McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
Company, design specifications have been developed for a full-scale test track and associated
loading equipment. Estimation of the cost of constnrcting and operating such a track is also
underway and a preliminary test plan has been produced.

The major specifications for the test track are as follows:

. Test track 900 feet long by 60 feet wide

. Up to twelve independent test pavements along the length of the track

. Twelve test wheels capable of being configured to represent two complete
landing gear trucks having from one to six wheels per truck and adjustable to
vary the distance between the tnrcks up to 20 feet forwards and sideways

. Wheel loads to be independently adjustable up to a maximum of
75,000 pounds per wheel

. Simulate aircraft weighing up 1.3 million pounds

. Failure of full-depth pavement

Instrumented Runway at Denver International Airport

Over 300 sensorc were installed in a t40 foot by 75 foot section of runway at the new
Denver InternationalAirport when the runway was constnrcted in L992. The sensors will
measure deflections and strains in the pavement structure, joint deflections, and temperature
and moisture content of the different layers. The lateral position and speed of aircraft passing
over the pavement will also be measured. Data will be collected at the site for at least six years,
and will be used to study the in-service behavior of the pavement as well as its' response to
individual aircraft loading. Aspects of in-service pavement behavior to be studied include:
wheel load interaction, stresses due to variations in temperature and moisture content, joint
efficiency, and frost effects.
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Materials and Construction

A very wide variety of constnrction techniques are used for pavement constnrction.
Research and development needs in this area include standardizing material composition and
characteristics, developing quality assurance procedures, and laboratory and field tests of new
materials and construction methods. Current projects funded by the FAA include development
of improved laboratory testing procedures for new asphalt mixes, a study of the in-service
performance of a prestressed fibrous concrete pavement installed at Rockford Airport in Illinois,
and a study of pavement material properties under conditions of extreme cold (in partnership
with the Minnesota Department of Transportation).

Future work will utilize, to the maximum extent possible, the results of the Strategic
Highway Research Program. However, the results must first be evaluated for their suitability to
heavy load airport pavement requirements and to make the necessary changes in standards and
guidelines before implementation. In addition, research will be fully coordinated with the
Department of Defense to maximize the application of results within the government.

Data will be collectpd at tltc Derwer Intcrnational Airport
silc for at lpast six yea,rs, and will be used to sfridy the

in-semice belmvbr of the pavemcnt as well as i8 response to
indivdud airtaft lo ading.

Pavement Management

A major five year study is now undenvay to upgrade and enhance the Pavement
Performance and Monitoring System (PPMS). PPMS is a computer program for analyzing
airport pavement performance from pavement condition data collected at periodic intervals.
Development of the computer program will be based on data collected at a minimum of 15
airports over a period of four yean. Project results will be used to develop improved pavement
management procedures and will provide a substantial repository of information which can be
used to study the patterns of distress and failure of airport pavements.
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Table 2. Summary of MQor Pavement Prujec$ through the cnd of 1999

PROJECT MILESTONES
PROJECTAREA FISCALYEAR

PAVET{ENT DESIGN AT{D EVALUATION 9{t 94 95 90 97 98 99
layerud ElagUc Baged Delgn Procedure

I nitial implementation
Developnnnt for very hrge aircrd r

Nw Denver Runwry Inrtumentrtlon
Complete in$alldion ard checkout
Data colledion and analyris

Full Scale Fleld Verlficaton Teeh
Speciff, design, and con$ruct equipment
Commission and perform tets

Flnlte Element Basod Deelgn Prmdum
Develop npdelg ard procedure I
l-aboratory and full.ocale t€stirg

Runray Smoothnes Grfteda
Evaluate Prcebeaeed Flbrou Conqute
illaterlal Gharectdzdon for Delgn I
ldentlflcaton of Fellure todc
Evaludon of Probablllar$e Deolgn tlodeb I T
MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION 93 94 95 96 97 98 90
Dwablllty Gdterla

Evaluadon of SHRP Soeclflcatlonr forAhnortr I I
Gonslrucdon Gnllty Assurarce
Tect t{tr t&rlde and GolffiucdonTechnlqrrs I
PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT 93 94 95 90 97 98 99
Pavoment tonltodng and Peilormance Data
Demonsffion of Pavement ilanagement System
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McDonnell Douglas MD.IZ Envlsbncd Growflr Modcl - 600 passcngers, 1.2 mllllon pounds


